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LORD JUSTICE PETER GIBSON:  I will ask Lord Justice Ward to give the first judgment.

LORD JUSTICE WARD:  This is an appeal by Mr Ball against the order of His Honour Judge Wiggs made on 9th August l996 when he granted a declaration that the tenancy granted to the appellant by Bournemouth Churches Housing Association was an assured shorthold tenancy.  It was the appellant's contention that the only tenancy which he was prepared to accept, and the tenancy which was in fact granted to him, was an assured tenancy which gave him the greatest security of tenure afforded by the Housing Act l988, namely that possession could only be obtained by a court order on showing that the case fell within the grounds set out in Schedule 2 to the Act.  By contrast an assured shorthold tenancy entitled possession to be obtained on the giving of two months' notice.

The matter proceeded in the county court with the judge having to deal with a preliminary application.  The point taken by the appellant was that the proceedings were irregularly brought, having been commenced by an originating application when it was contended that they should have been started by action.  This is a point of technicality, as was acknowledged before the judge, and one which was wholly without merit, as again was acknowledged before the judge.  

In essence the point was this.  Order 3, rule l provides that: 
	"Subject to the provisions of any Act or rule, all proceedings authorised to be brought in a county court, where the object of the proceedings is to obtain relief against any person or to compel any person to do or abstain from doing any act, shall be brought by action and commenced by plaint."
One must read that in the light of Order 4, rule 3 which provides that any proceedings authorised to be brought in the county court and not required by any Act or rule to be commenced otherwise, shall be brought by originating application.  The submission was that the object of the proceedings here was to obtain declaratory relief.  That relief, as defined in the dictionary, includes remedy and some remedy was being sought.  The judge found that the proceedings did not seek such relief.  I agree with that conclusion.  

If the rule is not given a liberal construction it would lead to anomalous results.  One can test that by seeing how proceedings under section l7 of the Married Women's Property Act would be brought, compared with proceedings under what was section 3O of the Law of Property Act l925.  By Family Proceedings rule 3.6(l)(b) the section l7 proceedings must be commenced by an originating application but there is no similar specific rule providing for the institution of the comparative section 3O proceedings.  The consequence of the appellant's interpretation would be that different methods would be required for proceedings otherwise totally similar in form, purpose and object, and that such an interpretation of the rules is too anomalous to stand.  

I agree with the judge that the practice of the court should be as is set out in the notes to the rules.  The authors of the notes point out that: 
	"...the present rule [Order 3, rule l] is identical with the former Ord.6, r.l which, despite the apparent breadth of the words 'where the object of the proceedings is to obtain relief', was treated as being confined to cases in which the plaintiff seeks to enforce some right vested in him and does not merely ask for some statutory relief which the court has power to grant him in given circumstances." 

Proceedings under the Housing Act are authorised to be brought in the county court by virtue of section 4O of that Act.  They are therefore proceedings which fall within Order 3, rule 4 as thus authorised.  To read the words "not required by any Act or rule" to be a reference back to rule l is to produce the anomaly which in modern practice simply cannot be allowed to exist.  

Moreover, as the judge made plain, he had a discretion to cure the irregularity.  There being no prejudice to the appellant it was an obvious case, and always was an obvious case, for the judge to deal with the real issue before the parties, which was whether or not, when this tenancy was granted, the housing association had served upon the tenant the appropriate form prescribed by the Housing Act l988.  The appellant denied ever having received that form.  The housing association called their manager, who gave evidence that on the day in question he called upon the appellant with the tenancy to be signed and, having served the appropriate notice, obtained the signature on their tenancy agreement but left it with the appellant in order that he could more easily apply for housing benefit.  The completed lease was never returned to the housing association.  The manager gave evidence that he had done exactly the same with the other tenants in the house and they had duly returned their signed tenancy agreements to the housing association.  Those witnesses confirmed that they had done so.  

The judge had little difficulty in coming to the conclusion that he preferred the evidence of the housing association.  It was apparent to him, as it is apparent to me, that it strains the bounds of credulity too far to accept that the housing association's officer, mindful of his duties and the imperative need to serve the section 2O notice, would have done so in four cases but not done so in the case of this applicant.  The grounds upon which he seeks to challenge that decision include such matters as a complaint that his affidavits were not in the bundle of documents which were made available to the judge.  That is a point of no substance.  It is plain from the transcript of the evidence at page 57D to F that the judge was aware of the fact he had not seen them.  He took the time to read the affidavits before he heard the witness give his evidence and there can be no possible complaint that the appellant was prejudiced by the judge not having seen them earlier.  

He complains that immaterial evidence was admitted, namely the evidence of the other tenants regarding the arrangements made with them.  That is a point of no substance either.  He seeks to impress upon the court that he would not have entered into a shorthold tenancy because that gave him no security of tenure.  That evidence was admissible and so was the contrary evidence - that the housing association would not have granted an assured tenancy and would not have proceeded to give him what he wanted.

Finally, he complains that the judge must have been influenced by articles in the local newspaper reporting that the appellant had seen something swimming in the sea which he believed to be a mermaid.  There is no suggestion that the judge had in fact seen the article.  I have.  It seems to me to be totally immaterial and it is fanciful to suggest that the judge would have come to the conclusion that he could not accept the appellant's evidence simply because of that newspaper article.

The judge made a finding of fact.  The law is quite clear that this court will not interfere unless there is the plainest case for this court to be convinced that the trial judge had come to the wrong conclusion.  Far from coming to that conclusion I am satisfied that the finding he made was the only proper finding available on the evidence before him.  

Accordingly, in my judgment, this appeal should be dismissed. 

SIR JOHN VINELOTT:  I agree.

LORD JUSTICE PETER GIBSON:  I also agree.  
	                           
	Order:  Appeal dismissed with costs.

